
Think Forward
Our business is based on earning our clients’ trust and meeting their most important financial needs. 
We own the critical skills necessary for successful investing and have decades of experience applying 
those skills to meet our clients goals and objectives. We have built an investment management firm that 
is different from most firms: we earn trust, value critical investment skills and experience, provide clarity 
and transparency to our clients and place relationships and meeting client needs over asset gathering 
and transactions. We are different. We think forward.
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At Bridges Investment Management, we pride ourselves 
on providing our clients with exceptional, professional 
investment management and superior client service.

Our business has been forged over eight decades  
on three key principles:

1. We earn the trust of our clients
2. We own exceptional investment skills
3. We provide outstanding client service

We Think Forward
We believe that successful investing requires one to 
think forward. We think forward in everything that we 
do; from developing investment policies, to investing 
client assets, to anticipating client needs – we constantly 
think ahead as we assess opportunities and risks in 
the capital markets. By thinking forward, we are able to 
recognize opportunity during difficult and volatile market 
conditions, to critically evaluate risks, to anticipate 
change that is outside of consensus expectations, 
and to allocate our clients’ capital intelligently based 
on independent, rigorous, and objective analysis.

We Think Differently About Investing
We use our skills, expertise and experience to help clients 
define and implement investment policies that meet their 
unique investment goals and objectives and then provide 
ongoing portfolio management to carry out those policies.  
Our approach to investing client assets has six core tenets:

1. Before we invest your capital we invest the time necessary to 
completely understand what your investment objectives are, 
what your tolerance for risk is and how we can work most 
effectively to partner with you. 

2. We believe a long-term investment horizon is paramount for 
investment success. We build portfolios that stand the test of 
time and focus on investing capital for decades-long success.  

3. Our investment approach is uncompromising, disciplined, 
rigorous, and repeatable. We have successfully invested 
client capital for decades; we know what works  
and what doesn’t.

4. Our investment process focuses on identifying high quality, 
undervalued companies that have excellent long-term  
growth prospects.

5. We think and act like business owners, not traders; and 
invest our capital and our clients’ capital accordingly.

6. Successful investing requires one to think forward. We think 
forward in everything we do. Thinking forward enables us to 
recognize opportunity, evaluate risks, anticipate  
change and allocate our clients’ capital intelligently based  
on independent, rigorous, and objective analysis.

Investment professionals you can trust. 

Our Approach
Clients need a partner they can trust; a partner 
that has the skills necessary to invest their capital 
successfully and the experience and judgment to apply 
those investment skills in markets that are uncertain, 
risky and volatile. We own the critical skills necessary 
for clients to have investment success and we employ 
those skills rigorously and effectively to earn our 
clients’ trust and achieve their long-term objectives.  
These skills include investment policy development, 
capital markets valuation, asset allocation, security 
analysis and valuation and portfolio management.

Our investment approach provides clients with a 
simple, direct investment solution that provides clarity, 
transparency, simplicity, flexibility, accountability 
and cost efficiency. We work with our clients to help 
them identify their investment objectives, develop 
an appropriate long-term investment policy that 
will allow them to achieve those objectives and 
then invest their assets efficiently and effectively.
  

We Work Differently With Our Clients
We work with a wide range of clients – high net worth 
individuals and families, corporations, business owners, 
professionals, private foundations, public charities, and 
retirement accounts. While our client base is diverse, and while 
we provide a wide range of investment services, our approach 
to client service is summarized in one word: exceptional.

The key elements of our investment services include:

1. Investment objective identification

2. Investment policy development

3. Long-term asset allocation

4. Proprietary capital market and individual  
security research

5. Portfolio management and securities trading

6. Client communication and education

7. Intergenerational asset transfer planning

Start a conversation with someone you can trust. Call Bridges at (402) 397·4700.
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We invest your assets 
as if they were our own.


